
Introduction 
• Time matters in MS as irreversible

neural damage from disease onset.

• Time to diagnosis therefore

influences magnitude of disability.

• How long does it takes Plymouth MS

to diagnose MS?

Objectives 
• Determine time to MS diagnosis.

• Benchmark results against criteria.

• Inform practice by exploring results.

Methods 
• An audit of 100 MSers.

• Data from iMed entered into excel.

• Compute times from seeing

neurologist to MS diagnosis.

• Benchmarked results against quality

standards (ref 2):

“Diagnosis of MS should be made

within 8 weeks (core), 4 weeks

(achievable), or 2 weeks (aspirational)

of referral to neurologist.”

Results 
• Sample: n=76 MSers; mean (SD)

age 44 (14) yrs; 72% female.

• Mean (SD) time from neurologist to

diagnosis 37 (±60) wks.

Most>12wks.

• Fig 2: 83% outside recommended

minimum (core) standards.

• Fig 3: Longest wait, for LP- 85dys.

• Fig 4: Increase in 2019 of

proportion waiting more than 12 wks.
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Stages from neurologist to diagnosis 

Time from: Days (SD) n 

Seeing neurologist to MRI scan 32.5 (±39.1) 55 

Seeing neurologist and referral to 

PMS 
89.2 (±152.5) 21 

Referral to PMS and getting seen 50.1 (±40.7) 78 

Seeing MSologist to LP 85.0 (±64.9) 42 

 PLYMOUTH MS AUDIT-2:

♪ “I said hey, what’s going on?” ♪
   [with apologies to Lara Stevens, 2014] 
     Joanna Hutchings, Jenny Ledsam, Michael Paisey, Jeremy Hobart on behalf of the Plymouth MS team 

     Professor of Clinical Neurology and Health Measurement 

     Plymouth University Peninsula Schools of Medicine and Dentistry 

Interpretation 
• Notable delays and variance at all

stages to diagnosis.

• Linear processes (refer; see;

investigate; refer) build delays.

• Average wait for OP LP ≈3 months,

and reporting locally takes </=4 weeks.

• 2016-2018 stepwise reduction in

number waiting > 12 weeks.

• 2019 increase but temporary CSF

assay issues.

• Not all delays/variance controllable.

• Missing data = parameters not

recorded, or not relevant.

Recommendations 
• Better document key parameters.

• Routine scheduled LP “clinics”.

• Work differently: change historic

linear structure to release blocks.

• Education of processes should

improve engagement.

• Supplement group data with case-by-

case and subgroup investigation.

• Audit is informative. A UK-wide MS

audit would be a vehicle for change.
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